Evaluation of a modified "Triple-P" procedure in women with morbidly adherent placenta after previous caesarean section.
To describe a modified "Triple-P" procedure and evaluate its outcome in women with morbidly adherent placenta (MAP) after previous caesarean section (CS). A retrospective cohort study of 96 women with MAP after CS was recruited with 45 women receiving the modified "Triple-P" procedure as study group and the other 51 cases receiving the conventional managements as the control. The maternal outcomes were compared. The modified "Triple-P" procedure was described in step by step. Women in study group demonstrated reduction of blood loss, transfusion blood volume and operation time, as well as less hospital days and lower hospitalization cost (P < 0.05). In addition, there was no difference in uterine healing rate, hysterectomy rate, and ICU transferring rate (P > 0.05). Our modified "Triple-P" procedure for MAP after previous CS maintained the advantages of Chandraharan's "Triple-P" procedure in preservation of uterus for further fertility, less intraoperative blood loss, shorter hospital stays, and lower hospitalization cost but also advanced in feasibility and convenience during introducing into routine clinical practice.